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SUMMARRY 

 

 

Hejaz region has a special religious and strategic value, because it 

embosoms the two holy mosques in makkah and madinah. It also, has 

important seaports on the eastern shore of the red sea; Jeddah seaport 

is leading them in respect of size and intensity of commercial activities. 

As Hejaz region is an important gate for the pilgrims of the two holy 

mosques, some seaport has appeared on the northern west of the 

kingdom which consequently supported Jeddah port on its commercial 

functions.  

Dhebaa seaport has led the western north seaports. As it had a big role 

in the commercial activities, connection with outer world, in addition to 

its connection with other Hejaz seaports. The unique location of 

Dhebaa among Egypt and Sham area has enhanced its role, through its 

connection with two big Arabic countries. 



Dhebaa seaport had an important religious role because of the 

Egyptian, morocco and African pilgrims whom have been passing 

through dhebaa. Dhebaa residents have done a great part in serving the 

pilgrims by hospitalizing them in Dhebaa Big mosque, then at a castle 

built in the Saudi era, which have been named as King Abdalaziz Castle 

in 1351 h / 1932 g. 

In respect of the geographic location, Dhebaa seaport has a significant 

site preferred by the ships without fear of crashing the sea rocks and 

coral, therefore, a lot of ships have been anchoring at Dhebaa seaport. 

Also, the environmental circumstances have secured the ships from the 

winds which crash it. Therefore, the natural and geographic 

circumstances of Dhebaa seaport enabled it to perform a significant 

commercial role which positively served the area economy. 

The researcher has been impulse to select this subject due to the fact 

that a few studies have covered the history of the western north of the 

kingdom in general and the history of Dhebaa in specific. Especially the 

role of the seaport in building of the kingdoms economy through the 

history. Even if some geographic and cultural studies have focused on 

the historical track of the area without projection of its importance.    

To demonstrate the economic role Dhebaa seaport has played the 

during the government of king Abdalaziz Al-Saud, this research ( the 

Economic Activities of Dhebaa Seaport and its  impact on social living 

from 1343-1373 h / 1924-1953 g) has come, accompanied by 

illustration of the social and economic conversion has intervened on 

the area, which helps to stand on its history and understand its 

development and present,  such research can not be achieved without 



a scientific study focuses on the area history, geographic position and 

its relations with the external  world.  

This study has been divided into introduction, preface, five chapters 

and a conclusion. 

The preface, covered the historical and geographic importance of 

Dhebaa seaport which enabled it to do an effective role in the 

commercial process, efficiently contributes in the kingdom's economy, 

supplying the northern area and western north of the kingdom with all 

its needs of provision and nutrition, which consequently gave Dhabaa a 

heavy share of servicing the arriving pilgrims from Egypt and the 

western Islamic world. The economic role of Dhebaa Seaport became  

stronger, effectively assured in the area after it has been governed by 

king Abdlaziz Al-Saud in 1344 h/1925 g and its connection has been 

reinforced with the other Hejaz seaports especially Jeddah.  

The first chapter has covered, a historical study of the documents which 

have been heavily relayed on in this study, in respect of where it has 

been reserved, its periods and topics. Due to the fact of it is  high 

importance, has never been exposed before, never been overlooked or 

studied, although it is rich with trades and commercial information first, 

which latch with the commercial activities of Dhebaa seaport and its 

connection with Hejaz, Egypt, Sudan and sham seaports. Also, it show 

us a good vision of the wild commerce with areas around Dhebaa. 

The second chapter has covered the internal trade connection of 

Dhebaa seaport, by clarifying its commercial relation with Wajh and 

Um-lujj seaports, Khoraibah and Mowaileh Harbors. Also, it clarifies 

Dhebaa commercial relation with Jeddah, Yanbu, Jazan and Gonfotha 

seaports, knowing the imported goods, qualities and the ships 



anchoring at the port, most often, trail ships, sailing boats with 

different sizes which anchored, freighted, de-freighted within these 

seaports, knowing the cargo and merchandises have been exported 

from Dhebaa seaport to other Hejazi ports. 

The villages and rural surrounding Dhebaa have been heavily depending 

on it in regards on its needs of nutrition, against, dhebaa businessmen 

get the vegetarian coal, honey, butter and village's product and export 

it. Also, the northern area of the kingdom, especially Tabuk, depended 

heavily on what Dhebaa seaport has been importing, therefore Dhebaa 

was considered as the threshold of Tabuk. 

In the third chapter of this study, the external commercial relation has 

been defined, through description of the quality of mutual trade's 

activities with Egyptian seaports, especially, Swais, Qaseer and 

Sudanese seaport such as Swaken and Mosawaa. The wild trade has an 

impact on the excess of the commercial activities which conjunct 

Dhebaa seaport with Egypt and sham area, this was represented by 

exporting cattle of cheeps, camels and forages to the neighbored area.  

The fourth chapter has focused on organizational and administrative 

system of Dhebaa seaport, in respect of administration and 

responsibilities, quality and range of duties executed at the seaport. 

Also, it covers the financial and administration procedures and systems 

implemented at the port, how applied, fees collection, customs within 

the seaport, knowing  the currencies dealt with during the term of this 

study, its value and its effect on the size of imported and exported  

goods to and from the seaport. Therefore, the importance of Dhebaa 

seaport has been distinguished, in regards of its location and the trade 

movements have been accomplished. 



The fifth chapter, specifically, clarifies the degree of the economic 

impact of Dhebaa seaport on the social life of Dhebaa community, its 

effect on directing the residents to a specific jobs and trades, such as 

fishing, different careers at the seaport, manufacturing boats, fishing 

tools. The congregation of the merchantmen played a big role in 

propulsion of the trade process internally and externally. 

This study has depended on an important resources, such as, the 

documents of Dhebaa seaport reserved at King Fahd National library at 

Riyadh, which cover more than one century, including, the Ottoman 

existence at Hejaz, Ashraaf government, until Dhebaa was joined to the 

government of King Abdalaziz Al-Saud on 1344 g / 1925 g. These 

documents have enriched all the topics of this study. Also, the 

documents of Abu-Saber and the documents reserved at the King 

Abdalaziz House, the reserved documents at the National Center of 

documents and reserves, the incoming and outgoing documents of 

Mowaileh Castle and the drafts of Dhebaa principality.     

 

The study has reached many important results and recommendation, 

which clarified the great role of Dhebaa seaport since the Ottoman era, 

where Dhebaa seaport was a good finance for its treasury, and 

refreshed the economy and strengthened the relation between its 

seaports. Dhebaa seaport continued its leading economic role after 

Hejaz ruled by King Abdlaziz Al-Saud, became more developed and 

systematic. Also, Dhebaa seaport was leading in the area since it has a 

special frame administering the seaport, organizing the collection of 

fees and customs, then deposit it accredit submit it to the government 

treasury. The aforementioned has Resulted, a strong relation between 



Dhebaa seaport and Jeddah seaport which is the main seaport at the 

red sea, and Yanbu, Jazan seaports. In addition to, Um-lojj and Wajh 

seaport at the western north of the kingdom. 

Dhebaa seaport was the main provider for Hejaz area with vegetarian 

coal, solute fat,  wild blubber and honey. It also, was providing the 

merchantmen of Jeddah, Makkah, Taief and other external countries 

especially Egypt and Sham area with sheeps and camels, moreover, 

Dhebaa seaport was a main supplier for the western north of the 

kingdom, especially Tabuk, Haql, with whatever it need, nutrition, 

provisions and other living requirements. 

Also, Dhebaa seaport was a strong connection ring with Swais and 

Qaseer at Egypt, where Dhebaa seaport was a window for the Egyptian 

products, transfer it through conveyance and shipping to the other 

Hejazi seaports. Through the Egyptian seaports, Dhebaa seaport 

connected with Sudanese seaports, whereas, it had a strong connection 

with Aqaba seaport at Sham area. The wide commercial activities has a 

clear impact on improving the situation of dhebaa people in respect of 

wealth, creating more merchantmen, ample government jobs and 

dhebaa was a destination for a lot of newcomers whom have carried 

and influenced the area with a waves of different social affects 


